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Abstract. Campus grid storage service is to aggregate the storage resources in 
the servers of Campus Grid Center and colleges (or institutes, departments), and 
the storage resources of personal computers in the campus network. It provides 
storage resources registration, allocation, scheduling, and release services for 
users by three levels storage architecture. Due to the storage nodes’ dynamites, 
the total storage space that nodes contribute will dynamically change with time. 
To study the performance of the storage service, the stochastic fluid model is 
adopted. By this analytical model, we got the mathematical results as follows: 
the function between the storage allocation probability and the number of nodes 
is got; if more nodes join the campus grid, the aggregated storage space will be 
larger, and then the available storage resources will be more; if the storage re-
sources allocation rate is larger than the storage resources release rate, then the 
available storage resources will decrease. 

1   Introduction 

The campus grid is mainly to aggregate all kinds of resources in the campus networks, 
and provide the services that the campus network currently cannot afford. The Cam-
pus grid is not just to provide the High Performance Computing, but also provide 
other services [1] at a low cost, such as storage service, computing service, and etc. 

This paper mainly focuses on the campus grid storage service, which aggregates 
the storage resources that nodes contribute. Due to nodes’ dynamical join and depar-
ture, the stochastic fluid model [2,3, and references therein] is adopted to analyze the 
performance the storage service. 

Stochastic fluid model, an important analytic model, has drawn considerable atten-
tion in such applications as the performance of P2P cache in [4,5]. In these papers, by 
this model they got good results from analysis of the cache clusters and P2P cache. 

Our work based on [5] is to apply the stochastic fluid model to study the perform-
ance of the campus grid storage service. We model the aggregated storage space as a 
single infinite storage space. Nodes’ dynamical join and departure result in the storage 
space dynamical change, as can be modeled by the stochastic fluid model. Finally, we 
get the performance of the storage service. 

2   Campus Grid Storage Service Structure 

The campus grid storage service is implemented by three levels architecture (see Fig.1): 
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Fig. 1. Nodes’ organization architecture of the Campus Grid 

1. The first level, Campus Grid Center servers. They manage the registration in-
formation of servers in the colleges. The registration information includes the 
whole storage space, colleges’ identifiers, servers’ addresses, and etc. Each of 
these servers contributes at least 1TB storage space.  

2. The second level, servers distributed in each college or institute, and department. 
They manage the registration information of PCs or workstations. Each of these 
servers contributes at least 1TB storage space.  

3. The third level, Hosts (PCs or workstations). They contribute and request the 
storage resources. They can store data in the campus grid storage space. Each 
host can contribute 1GB or more storage space.  

Due to storage nodes dynamical join and departure, Campus Grid Center servers 
will actively detect the state (work well, temporary stop, stop) of servers in the col-
leges. Similarly, servers in colleges need to detect the hosts’ working state.  

3   General Stochastic Fluid Model for Campus Grid Storage Space 

The whole campus grid system can be viewed as a virtual single storage pool. The 
total storage space of the universe campus grid system is c , which is considered as 
the total storage space contributed by all the nodes at a given time. )(tx  is the total 

available storage space number (GB). Here, one GB storage space as the minimum 
unit to contribute and allocate storage resources.  If a node joins the system, the stor-
age space number increased is )(tJ . And if a node leaves the system, the storage 

space number (GB) reduced is )(tL .  We define  

=θ  Storage resource allocation rate - Storage resource release rate (1) 
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Fig. 2. The general stochastic fluid model for campus grid storage space 
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From the above definition, it can be deduced that the storage space number in the 
system at time t  is: )()()()( txtLtJtx θ−−= . The general stochastic fluid model 

for campus grid storage space can be seen in Fig.2. 

4   Storage Dynamical Model 

N is the total number of nodes. Nodes go up and down independently of each other, 
the time until a given up (or down) node goes down (or up) is exponentially distrib-
uted. The birth rate (up) of each node is λ .  The death rate (down) is µ . In general, 

the request of each node randomly arrives based on Poisson processes at a rate σ . 
If there are i  nodes that are up, there are x  storage spaces that are available. Here 

Ni K,1,0= and ],0[ cx ∈ . For each node, the get probability to allocate the storage 
resources requested is G , which can be defined by cxG /= .  

When a node goes down, the storage space contributed by that node will go down. 
The remaining number of the storage space in the system is xid *)(∆ . Here, )(id∆  is 

the down reduction coefficient. Once a node goes up, the storage space will join the 
system. There is no storage space reduced in the system and the remaining number of 
the storage space is xiu *)1( +∆ . The up reduction coefficient is )1( +∆ iu . In fact, it 

can be seen that 1)(0 ≤∆≤ id and 1(.) =∆u .  

Duo to the nodes’ change, the resulting storage space change is )()( tLtJ − , which 

can be induced by 

)/1()()( cxitLtJ −=− σ  (2) 

We adopted the simple stochastic fluid model proposed by [5]. Then  
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Here, the vector v can be seen in [5]. 

5   Simulation Analysis 

If we do not consider the effect of storage space allocation and release, then: 0=θ . 
The simulation result can be seen in Fig.3 as data1 curve shows. Else, we consider 
this, and we set 3.0=θ  and 02.0=µ . The simulation result can be seen in Fig.3 as data2 

curve shows.  
In Fig.3, we can see that the storage allocation probability will be higher if the 

number of nodes is larger. Then, once users request the storage resources in the cam-
pus grid, the probability that the resources are allocated is high. The data2 curve 
shows that if the storage resources allocation rate is larger than the storage resources 
release rate, the probability that the space is allocated will be low. 
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Fig. 3. The relation between number of nodes and the storage resources allocation probability 

6   Conclusions 

In this paper, we have built a general simple virtual storage pool model for the dy-
namical storage space due to nodes’ join and departure. We explore the stochastic 
fluid analytical models for the purpose of campus grid storage service performance. 
We have got the results as follows: if more nodes join the campus grid, the aggregated 
storage space will be larger, and then the available storage resources will be more; if 
the storage resources allocation rate is larger than the storage resources release rate, 
then the available storage resources will decrease.    
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